Introduction
============

One of the more significant recent discoveries in bacterial genomics is that bacterial species appear to be comprised of both a set of core and dispensable genes, with only the former present in all isolates of that species and with the sum of the two components forming the species pan-genome (or supra-genome) ([@bib48]). Much speculation has centered around the origin, composition, and size of bacteria pan-genomes and whether they are finite or infinite ([@bib49]; [@bib29]). At the same time, actually defining bacterial species has remained somewhat of a conundrum, and there is no clear understanding of the relative roles of the different genomic components in a possible biological definition of bacterial species. The difficulty lies principally in the fact that bacteria exchange genetic material in unique and unusual ways, distinguishing them from eukaryotic genomics and species concepts.

*Campylobacter* species are a leading bacterial cause of gastroenteritis within the United States and throughout much of the rest of the developed world ([@bib24]). *Campylobacter jejuni* and *C. coli* are closely related sister species ([@bib31]) that infect humans as well as a wide range of agricultural organisms, including bovine, swine, and poultry. Both species are commonly isolated from the gastrointestinal tract of the same host organism and thus can be regarded as sympatric ([@bib41]). It has been argued that they may have a very recent divergence of the order of thousands of years ([@bib54]), whereas another study suggests that the two taxa may actually be converging ([@bib44]). Paralleling our interest in understanding the history of genetic exchange in the pan-genome components of these two taxa was our intention to use these data to assess the core genome hypothesis for defining bacterial species. [@bib13] first introduced the idea of a biological species concept for bacteria, which was subsequently refined by Lan and Reeves [@bib27], [@bib28]) who proposed a model suggesting the core genome is the principal genomic unit defining bacterial species. The logic suggests that there is little selective advantage in acquiring core genes from another species and that the gradual divergence of core genes, combined with mechanisms such as mismatch repair and restriction modification systems, will act to inhibit interspecific homologous recombination in the core genome ([@bib10]; [@bib30]). Because *C. coli* and *C. jejuni* are so closely related, increasing the probability of reciprocal homologous recombination ([@bib42]; [@bib55]; [@bib51]; [@bib33]), and are overlapping in their distributions, they provide an ideal species pair in which to test the core genome hypothesis.

Materials and Methods
=====================

Strains and Genome Sequencing
-----------------------------

A total of 42 strains of *C. coli* and 43 strains of *C. jejuni* were selected to represent different hosts, countries, and sequence types ([supplementary table S1](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq048/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq048/DC1) online). Genomic DNA was sequenced using the Illumina GA II instrument at the Cornell Biotechnology Resource Center. One lane per strain yielded between 4 and 8 million 36 bp reads. Illumina traces have been deposited with the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) sequence read archive database under the accession numbers SRP001790 and SRA010929.

Read Mapping and De Novo Assembly
---------------------------------

Sequence reads of each species were first aligned to the *C. coli* RM2228 and *C. jejuni* NCTC11168 genomes, respectively, using MAQ ([@bib32]) ([fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). De novo assemblies were performed using Velvet ([@bib56]). Several hash lengths (from 21 to 31) and coverage cutoffs (0--80) were used, and the best assembly per strain was selected based on the N50, which refers to a weighted median, with 50% of the entire assembly contained in contigs equal to or greater than this value. Open reading frames were called using Glimmer ([@bib9]). A preliminary analysis revealed that several regions of both genomes were too divergent to map the reads. To resolve these regions, using Blast, each MAQ consensus coding sequence (CDS) containing unresolved positions was searched against the de novo assemblies. When a single hit was found, the corresponding open reading frame was then aligned to the consensus sequence and whenever possible the undetermined positions resolved.

![Pipeline combining de novo assemblies and read mapping, yielding a gene content table and core gene alignments.](gbeevq048f01_3c){#fig1}

Construction of the three Species Alignments
--------------------------------------------

For the one-to-one orthologs shared among *C. jejuni*, *C. coli*, and *C. upsaliensis*, the MAQ consensus data, as well as the coding genes from *C. jejuni* and *C. upsaliensis* genomes available on NCBI ([supplementary table S2](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq048/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq048/DC1) online), were merged and aligned to produce 967 multiple alignments each containing 98 sequences. Intragenic recombination was assessed for each of these gene alignments using GARD ([@bib26]). Genes with significant breakpoints (12%) were split into gene fragments.

Orthology Reconstruction
------------------------

An orthology search was performed using the de novo assembled genomes and 17 *Campylobacter* genomes available on NCBI ([supplementary table S2](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq048/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq048/DC1) online). An all-versus-all Blast search was performed and orthologs delimited using MCL ([@bib50]). A common problem with bacteria draft genomes is that many genes are split into fragments because they span over two contigs. Because the resulting partial genes show no homology, clustering methods will exclude one fragment from the correct cluster and assign it to a new one ([supplementary fig. S1](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq048/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq048/DC1) online). The clusters made of split proteins were searched by looking for 1) clusters made of draft genome proteins only and 2) proteins that showed strong homology with proteins of another cluster, with the exception of proteins coming from the same genome. To correct for missed genes in the de novo assembly, the MAQ consensus sequences were used to predict gene presence/absence by counting the percentage of sites absent in each CDS using a 50% absent sites threshold to delimit the present and absent genes. The *C. jejuni* GenBank draft genome CG8486 appeared to be missing large sections of the genome and was excluded from the core genome size estimation.

Simulations
-----------

To assess the pipeline sensitivity and specificity, we simulated Illumina reads using MAQ. One hundred independent simulations of 5 million reads were produced using the *C. jejuni* RM1221 genome and run through the pipeline. False positives were counted as the number of genes found in the simulations but absent in the RM1221 genome and false negatives the number of missed genes in the simulations.

Annotation and Enrichment Tests
-------------------------------

Gene ontology ([@bib1]) (GO) annotations were obtained for each orthologous cluster using HMMER searches ([@bib14]) on the Pfam A and B databases ([@bib15]) and using Blast against the Uniref90 database ([@bib46]). Best hits were then mapped to GO terms using the pfam2go mapping ([@bib20]) and the GOA database ([@bib2]), respectively. GO enrichment tests were conducted using GO::TermFinder ([@bib4]) with false discovery rate (FDR) correction and a 5% significance level.

Principal Component Analysis
----------------------------

To characterize genes of different occurrence frequencies, we calculated the guanine and cytosine (GC) content, standardized per genome, the codon usage distance relative to the average genomic codon usage using *B*(*g*\|*C*) ([@bib23]), and the U/C choice in degenerate codon position index with P2 ([@bib16]). These variables can be used to differentiate genes under high translational selection as well as laterally transferred genes. We also used the gene lengths, Glimmer scores, Blast best *E* value and number of hits on non-redundant (NR), as well as HMMER best score on Pfam. We used a centered and scaled between-group principal component analysis ([@bib11]) to discriminate the genes belonging to five different occurrence frequency groups, defined using the *k*-means method, and implemented in ade4 ([@bib12]).

Gene Trees, Interspecies, and Intraspecies Lateral Gene Transfer Detection
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

Gene trees were reconstructed with PhyML ([@bib17]) using a GTR + G model and the subtree pruning and regrafting branch swapping. Phylogenetic signal was assessed using nonparametric bootstrap with 500 pseudoreplicates. Because species monophyly was supported by most gene trees, a quantitative assessment of the number of interspecies lateral gene transfer (LGT) per gene could be performed using the species tree as a control ([supplementary fig. S2](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq048/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq048/DC1) online). Gene trees were filtered that did not contain a node giving rise to a *C. coli* and *C. jejuni* clade, each supported with at least 50% bootstrap, with a branch length at least 1% of the tree length, and containing at least 60% of the species strains. For the remaining gene trees (85%), the number of interspecies LGTs were determined by counting the number of species sequences found within the other species\' clade. The absence of congruent phylogenetic signal within the species genealogies prevented us from using the same method for assessing intraspecific recombination. Thus, for each species independently, we used three substitution pattern--based recombination detection methods: the pairwise homoplasy index ([@bib5]) (PHI), neighbor similarity score (NSS) ([@bib22]), and MaxChi ([@bib35]), as implemented in Phipack ([@bib5]).

Interspecies LGTs in the Core versus Dispensable Genes
------------------------------------------------------

Because of the lack of a control tree for the dispensable genes, we used a distance approach to obtain a comparative estimate of the influence of interspecies LGT in the core versus dispensable genes. The logic lies in the fact that with increasing levels of interspecies LGT, the overlap between the intra- and interspecies pairwise divergences increases. By comparing the overlap across the core and dispensable genes, one can obtain a comparative estimate of the level of interspecies LGT. Pairwise divergences were calculated using the Hasegawa--Kishino--Yano substitution model ([@bib19]) using PAUP\* ([@bib47]).

Results and Discussion
======================

Sampling Gene Repertoire with Illumina
--------------------------------------

The development of high throughput sequencing technologies that produce millions of short reads are becoming widely used as an efficient strategy to determine genome-wide polymorphism by mapping the reads against a reference genome ([@bib3]). Sequencing the bacterial pan-genome requires a de novo assembly strategy, and genome de novo assemblies are typically accomplished with more expensive technologies such as 454 Roche ([@bib34]), involving longer reads. Recently, however, it has been demonstrated that the majority of genes in prokaryotic genomes can be reconstructed with short reads, even if the complete closed genomes cannot ([@bib25]). In parallel to this work, we developed a pipeline that combines mapping and de novo assembly of short read sequence data to produce an exhaustive assessment of polymorphism in the core genome and a thorough representation of the gene content of each studied genome. Using simulations of illumina reads from a complete genome, we first estimated a rate of false negatives (i.e., missed genes) of 2.4% and a percentage of false positives (false genes) of 4.1% in the simulated genomes. The errors were concentrated on a few genes that were either false positive or false negative in all the simulations. A closer look revealed that the regions encoding these genes were either present in the de novo assemblies but not considered genes or not considered genes in the genome used as template for the simulations (RM1221). A comparison between the recently reannotated *C. jejuni* NCTC11168 genome ([@bib18]) and the older RM1221 annotation supported most of the simulation gene calls. If one considers the NCTC11168 annotation as the correct one, we now obtain a false-negative rate of 0.06% and a percentage of false-positive calls of 0.6%, which attest that Illumina technology can be used on small genomes to get an accurate view of a species pan-genome and that most mistakes are made at the gene call step, not during assembly.

Estimating Core and Pan-Genomes
-------------------------------

The question of whether sufficient genomes have been sequenced to describe the core and pan-genome content of each species was assessed by observing the change in size of these components with increasing numbers of sampled genomes. The decrease in core genome size quickly leveled off, for both *C. coli* and *C. jejuni*, although continuing to decrease by one or a few genes even after more than 40 samples ([fig. 2*A*](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). However, with a more liberal core gene definition that allows a single strain to miss a core gene out of the 43 and 51 genomes per species, both core genomes quickly reached a plateau. The *C. coli* core genome was larger than that of *C. jejuni*, by 121 orthologs, but the average *C. coli* genome size was also larger (1,732 vs. 1,609 orthologs), yielding about the same proportion of core genes per genome (83.5% vs. 82.4%) for each species.

![Core genome (*A*) and pan-genome (*B*) size estimates, as well as number of newly discovered genes (*C*), as a function of the number of sequenced genomes. The genome input order was randomly permuted 1,000 times. The lines describe the average number of genes (using median statistics), whereas the vertical bars delimit the second and third quartiles, with the exception of panel (*C*), where quartiles are represented by short dashed lines. On panel (*A*), the long dashed lines correspond to the average core genome size when one taxon is allowed a missing core gene, whereas on the (*B* and *C*) panels, they describe the pan-genome size or number of new genes for the combined species data set when the putative pseudogenes are excluded.](gbeevq048f02_3c){#fig2}

The same logic was applied to the pan-genomes of both species, with the result that each taxon has a pan-genome size of around 2,600 genes, whereas the pan-genome of both species combined reaches approximately 3,000 genes. For both species, the increase in pan-genome size clearly reaches a plateau, particularly in comparison to the pan-genome of eight different *Campylobacter* species ([fig. 2*B*](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). With 40 genomes sequenced, on the average, only two new *C. coli* and three *C. jejuni* genes are discovered ([fig. 2*C*](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), for each newly sequenced genome, and with both species combined, after more than 80 genomes, one would expect to discover only a single new gene per newly sequenced genome. Furthermore, if one examines in detail the characteristics of these rare genes, a significant number has the hallmark of putative pseudogenes. To characterize genes of different occurrence frequencies, from core genes to unique genes, we assembled a data set that included information pertaining to gene composition, structure, and homology to known proteins ([fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). All the variables were correlated and provided good discrimination of rare genes from core genes (g1--g5, respectively). The rare genes exhibited a divergent codon usage, lower GC content, shorter proteins, as well as lower Glimmer, HMMER, and Blast scores, whereas the core genes displayed opposite patterns. Within the rare genes, we could distinguish a set of genes with no hits at all on the NR and Pfam databases, as well as being short (median of 195 bp), having peculiar base composition and low Glimmer scores ([supplementary fig. S4](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq048/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq048/DC1) online). We consider this subset of the rare genes (425 proteins) to be putative pseudogenes generated during the open reading frame prediction. When using a different reading frame, about 20% of these putative pseudogenes turn out to have Blast hits against the NR database and other *Campylobacter* clusters. This indicates that these genes are likely to be actual CDS translated in the wrong reading frame, but their re-inclusion in the correct reading frame would not change our pan-genome estimate. It is also the case that 43 putative pseudogene clusters (10%) were exclusively found at contig ends and were therefore incomplete, increasing their chances of being artificial genes generated during the gene call step. Thus, for about a third of the putative pseudogenes, we have additional arguments for their exclusion; for the remaining genes, additional analysis such as genome closure or transcriptome screening would be necessary to definitively exclude them from the pan-genome. Removing these putative pseudogenes from the analysis drops the pan-genome size for both species ([fig. 2*B*](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), the estimate now approaches an even more complete plateau, and with both species combined, the average number of newly discovered genes quickly reaches zero ([fig. 2*C*](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, our analysis indicates that the pan-genome of *C. coli* and *C. jejuni* is indeed finite and that sequencing any further genomes would likely recover only a few putative pseudogenes.

![Principal component analysis (PCA) of *Campylobacter coli* and *C. jejuni* gene characteristics aimed at discriminating different gene frequency groups (between-group PCA). The first and second components of the PCA summarized 45% and 21% of the total inertia, respectively, whereas the gene frequency group factor accounted for 17% of the total inertia. (*A*) Histogram of gene occurrence frequency and the frequency groups g1--g5 that were used in the analysis. (*B*) Canonical graph, with *B*(*g*\|*C*) representing the codon usage distance to the average genomic codon usage; nNR, the number of hits with the NR database; Pfam, the best Pfam score; GC, the GC content; P2, the U/C choice in degenerate codon position index; length, protein length; Glim, Glimmer score; and eNR, the log transformed best NR *E* value. (*C*) Projection of gene orthologs on the first and second components, with red dots representing genes belonging to the g5 group, black dots the g2--g4 groups, and blue dots g1. Ellipses and gravity centers are used to represent the frequency group distribution.](gbeevq048f03_3c){#fig3}

Species Pan-Genome Overlap
--------------------------

A comparison of the two species pan-genomes indicates that the greatest overlap involved the shared core genomes, followed by the shared dispensable genes, followed distantly by the specific components of each species, and, in particular, the sets of species-specific dispensable genes ([fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Overall, the two species have a gene repertoire that is almost completely overlapping. This pattern is not due to a low level of variability in the gene repertoire of the genus *Campylobacter* because despite completely sequencing the pan-genomes of *C. coli* and *C. jejuni*, we missed more than 1,600 other *Campylobacter* genes ([fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Regarding core genome overlap, *C. coli* showed more unique core genes (86 vs. 35) as well as core genes in one species that are dispensable in the other (82 vs. 17). The 86 unique core genes in *C. coli* included many (75%) that were not found in any other *Campylobacter* species and were therefore probably gained during *C. coli* evolution. Many of these genes formed clusters around particular genomic locations ([supplementary table S7](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq048/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq048/DC1) online) and were likely acquired through LGT events involving large blocks of sequence. This set of genes was significantly enriched in unannotated genes ([supplementary table S3](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq048/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq048/DC1) online) but nonetheless are likely important in defining the unique features of the biology of this species and therefore warrant further characterization. The unique dispensable set of genes from each species was composed of many putative pseudogenes but also genes with a viral signature as well as genes involved in DNA modification and regulation ([supplementary table S3](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq048/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq048/DC1) online), suggesting that each species may have evolved its own set of mobile genetic elements ([@bib21]). Another set of *C. coli* core genes was dispensable in *C. jejuni* and generally present as genomic clusters in *C. coli* ([supplementary table S8](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq048/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq048/DC1) online). Although these genes are clearly found in the ecosystem of both species, only *C. coli* integrated them in its core genome. Thus, contrary to the former set of unique core genes that could have been gained during an opportunistic transfer event in the *C. coli* ancestor, these genes were specifically selected by *C. coli* but rejected by *C. jejuni*, increasing their relevance in demarcating the biology of the two species. A similar pattern is apparent for the *C. jejuni* core, though involving many fewer genes. The unique *C. jejuni* core genes were enriched in transporter activity and membrane components (e.g., *kdp* and *pglG* genes), whereas the core set that was dispensable in *C. coli* was enriched in citrate transport and response to chemical stimulus ([fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}; [supplementary table S3](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq048/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq048/DC1) online). Taken collectively, these observations support the view that *C. coli* evolved a larger genome by incorporating additional genes in its core genome since its split from common ancestry with *C. jejuni*. A commonly accepted model suggests that bacterial genomes constantly lose genes to compensate for gene gain and duplication ([@bib40]). Additionally, we suggest that selection against the loss of the most important genes ultimately shapes and delimits the species core genome, whereas dispensable genes are comprised of nonessential genes that go through an intense turnover. In this context, the inclusion of a new gene in the *C. coli* core genome probably coincides with new environmental requirements.

![Overlap between the core and dispensable (disp.) genomic components of *Campylobacter coli* and *C. jejuni*; core genes were allowed to be missing in one strain per species. The absent/absent section represents genes that were found in other *Campylobacter* species but absent in *C. coli* and *C. jejuni*. Cirle radii are proportional to the number of genes. The black surface represents the proportion of putative pseudogenes.](gbeevq048f04_3c){#fig4}

![*Campylobacter jejuni* NCTC11168 genome map with genes (CDS) displayed on either strand as tracks 1 and 2 (tracks numbered from outside in). Gene frequencies and core genes are displayed for *C. jejuni* (tracks 3 and 4) and *C. coli* (tracks 5 and 6), as well as recombinant genes that showed evidence of interspecies (tracks 7 and 9, the height being proportional to the number of LGT events) and intraspecies (tracks 8 and 10) LGTs. Coding genes that are core genes in *C. jejuni* but absent (in black) or dispensable (in gray) in *C. coli* are labeled with gene names or locus names. Color code for each track is given at the top of the figure.](gbeevq048f05_3c){#fig5}

Gene Content and Host Adaptation
--------------------------------

*Campylobacter coli* and *C. jejuni* tend to differ in their relative prevalence in animal host species and various environmental sources ([@bib43]; [@bib52]; [@bib6]), and there is some evidence that both taxa may include groups of host-specific putative ecotype strains ([@bib37]; [@bib38]; [@bib36]; [@bib8]; [@bib45]). This in turn suggests the possibility that some genes may be linked to particular host species. Whereas there was no link between gene content and host in *C. jejuni* (Fisher exact test *P* value = 0.9), in *C. coli*, there was an overall link (*P* value \< 0.01) but no clear association between any specific gene and host (post hoc Fisher exact test *P* values with FDR correction \>0.05). Though we cannot rule out the possibility that some genes have a role in differential host adaptation, gene content does not seem to be a major factor, suggesting that other processes, such as gene regulation, should be investigated.

Testing the Core Genome Hypothesis
----------------------------------

[@bib28] core genome hypothesis suggests that the core genome is the primary cohesive unit defining a bacterial species. More specifically, they suggest that if the core genome is relatively free of interspecific recombination, while still harboring examples of intraspecific recombination, then this is analogous to a biological species concept for bacteria. Using three different substitution pattern--based methods (PHI, MaxChi, and NSS), we found significant levels of intraspecies recombination in *C. jejuni* and *C. coli* genes (61% and 33%, respectively, using PHI; [supplementary table S4](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq048/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq048/DC1) online; [fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, using a phylogenetic signal approach based on the identification of one species sequence in the other species lineage, we found very few instances of recombination between species ([fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). A total of 80% of the core genes were free of any between-species recombination ([fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}), and the frequency of transfer per strain and per gene was lower than 1.15% in *C. coli* and 0.29% in *C. jejuni*. If two or more monophyletic sequences were found in the other species, they were counted as a single transfer event, and this slightly reduces the rates of transfer to 1.12% and 0.25%, respectively. Using the index of dispersion (*D* = σ^2^/μ) with a gene window size of 10 or 20 genes, the distribution of the intraspecies LGTs was underdispersed in *C. jejuni* (0.5 \< *D* \< 0.6) and slightly overdispersed in *C. coli* (1.8 \< *D* \< 2.4), whereas interspecies LGT genes were strongly aggregated for both species (7.8 \< *D* \< 19.2; [fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). At least for *C. jejuni*, this might indicate that the inter- and intraspecies LGT events are controlled by different mechanisms. There was no clear accumulation of recombination in particular genes or strains, with the exception of one *C. coli* strain (cco71), which had 9.6% of its core genes harboring *C. jejuni* alleles. Interestingly, most of the between-species transfers were between the two sister species, with only 5% of them having a donor other than these two species. A different approach, based on gene tree comparisons, showed that with the exception of species monophyly, there was virtually no consensus history between genes ([supplementary fig. S7](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq048/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq048/DC1) online). Within species, lack of gene tree consensus can be due to either weak overall phylogenetic signal or extensive recombination. We tested both options by screening gene tree bipartition support and the best conflicting bipartition ([fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}), as done in quartet analysis ([@bib57]). The species monophyly bipartitions were commonly supported by gene trees, although they were rarely rejected. There were also a few supported bipartitions, as well as a set of more than 4,000 bipartitions, most of which were supported by a single gene, while being rejected by many others. This latter set of bipartitions was not in conflict with species monophyly and indicates the presence of many intraspecies LGT events involving unique loci in both species. Finally, there was a set of bipartitions (extreme right of [fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}) conflicting with species monophyly, supported by very few genes, and rejected by a wide majority of genes. Thus, although it is true that the methods used to assess the level of LGT have very different assumptions, sensitivity and specificity, they all nonetheless support the idea that in *Campylobacter*, recombination within the core genome is frequent within species, rare between sister species, and extremely rare with other species.

![Gene tree bipartition support. This graph displays the percentage of gene tree supporting or rejecting a set of 5,264 bipartitions that are supported by at least one gene tree. Support was assessed using nonparametric bootstrap, with support higher than 70% and 90% in red and blue, respectively. Bipartitions are sorted from the least rejected to the most rejected, resulting in bipartitions supporting species paraphyly at the extreme right. The five most commonly supported bipartitions are labeled as "(C.jejuni)," *Campylobacter jejuni* monophyly; "(C.coli)," *C. coli* monophyly; "a," cje12 and cjj81116 monophyly; "b," cje23 and cjjhb9313 monophyly; and "c," monophyly of the *C. coli* species with the exception of cco71.](gbeevq048f06_3c){#fig6}

The level of interspecific recombination in the dispensable components was assessed by comparing the amount of overlap between the intra- and interspecies divergences ([fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). In agreement with the overall picture of a cohesive core genome and the absence of cohesiveness in the dispensable genome, the core genes displayed little divergence overlap, whereas there was considerable intra- and interspecies overlap involving the dispensable genes.

![Overlap between the intra- (intra) and interspecies (inter) divergences in the core (white) and dispensable (gray) genes.](gbeevq048f07_ht){#fig7}

Conclusion
==========

Given the reduced number of LGTs between the two *Campylobacter* species and the maintenance of species-specific features like species-specific core genes, this analysis does not support the idea that these two species are converging or "despeciating" ([@bib44]). Although some strains and genes show a higher level of interspecies transfer, they likely are rare exceptions. As mentioned by [@bib7], the [@bib44] conclusions may have been biased by the use of very few loci (seven partial genes) and the use of haplotype sequences instead of all the original individual sequences, thus overweighting certain rare recombinant alleles. That said, a more formal test would involve the comparison of a model of constant or decreasing gene flow between the two species against a model where the gene flow is increasing.

Our combined analyses of gene repertoire and recombination in *Campylobacter* indicate that despite the fact these two species share the same habitat, they have both evolved a small number of unique core genes and developed a species recombination barrier. Given our relative lack of specific knowledge of the function of many of these unique core genes, it is difficult to assess if adaptation of their respective core genomes was an instrumental factor associated with an ecological shift that triggered speciation of these two organisms or if additional mechanisms, potentially nonadaptive, were involved. Additional characterization of these genes as well as the differences between the species biology and ecology will be necessary to definitively settle this issue.

Thus, it seems that a tractable species concept for at least some groups of bacteria may be close at hand. However, the degree to which the core genome concept can be widely applied across all bacteria may well depend on factors such as the relative ease with which the species is naturally transformable, as well as the existence and specificity of restriction modification systems. *Campylobacter* is known to be highly competent, but at the same time, there is experimental evidence that it may be quite selective for *Campylobacter* DNA ([@bib53]), perhaps reflecting a high efficiency in its existing restriction modification systems ([@bib39]). Pan-genome dynamic studies of bacteria differing in recombination-related features such as competence, mismatch repair, and restriction modification systems will be necessary before a thorough picture of bacteria genome species concepts can be attained.

Supplementary Material
======================

[Supplementary tables](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq048/DC1) and [figures](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/evq048/DC1) are available at *Genome Biology and Evolution* Online (<http://www.gbe.oxfordjournals.org/>).
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